In this paper, it is shown that computer vision, used as a redundant metrology mean, allows the control of a Gough-Stewart parallel robot without using any joint sensor. This result is highly relevant for the control of parallel mechanisms hard to instrument (for instance, hydraulically actuated ones) or with large displacements (for instance, large telescopes positioning systems). It is also very interesting since it turns computer vision, usually considered as an exteroceptive sensor, into a proprioceptive one, yet preserving its exteroceptive nature and non contact measurement.
Introduct'ion
Parallel mechanism are such that there exist several kinematic chains (or legs) between their base and their end-effector. Therefore, they may exhibit a better repeatability [21] than serial mechanisms but not a better accuracy [23] , because of the large number of links and passive joints. There can be two ways to compensate for the low accuracy. The first way is to perform a kinematic calibration of the mechanism and the second one is to use a control law which is robust to calibration errors. There exists a large amount of work on the control of parallel mechanisms (see [1] for a long list of references). In the focus of attention, Cartesian control is naturally achieved through the use of the inverse Jacobian which transforms Cartesian velocities into joint velocities. It is noticeable that the inverse Jacobian of parallel mechanisms does not only depend on the joint configuration (as for serial mechanisms) but also on the end-effector pose.
Consequently, one needs to be able to estimate or measure the latter. As far as we know, all the effort has been put on the estimation of the end-effector pose through the forward kinematic model and the joint measurements. However, this yields much trouble, related to the fact that there is usually no analytic formulation of the forward kinematic model of a parallel mechanism. Hence, one numerically inverts the inverse kinematic model, which is analytically defined for most of the parallel mechanisms. However, it is known [20, 12] that this numerical inversion requires high order polynomial root determination, with several possible solutions (up to 24 real solutions for a Gough-Stewart platform). Much of the work is thus devoted to solving this problem accurately and in real-time (see for instance [25] ), or to designing parallel mechanisms with analytical forward kinematic model [14, 10] . One of the promising paths lies in the use of the so-called metrological redundancy [3] , which simplifies the kinematic models by introducing additional sensors into the mechanism and thus yields easier control [19] . Computer vision being an efficient way of estimating the end-effector pose [7, 16] , it is a good alternative to use it for Cartesian control of parallel mechanisms. It can be done in three ways.
Vision as a sensor The first one consists in computing the end-effector poses by vision, then in translating them into joint configurations, through the inverse kinematic model, and finally servoing in the joint space. However, such schemes should be used carefully for parallel mechanisms, since joint control does not take into account the kinematic closures and may therefore yield high internal forces [6] .
Visual servoing Second, vision can be additionally used to perform visual servoing [8, 5] 
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where CTc is the Cartesian velocity of the camera frame, considered as attached to the base frame and moving with respect to a fixed end-effector, expressed in itself and CUi, -1..6 are the unit vectors giving the pointing direction of each leg in the camera frame. Under the assumption that the legs are cylinders, those vectors can be easily detected as the intersection of the two cylinder edges in the image, while tracking such edges is rather easy [17] .
3 Visual servoing of the platform
In this section, the control problem is addressed: from a given configuration of the hexapod legs observed by a camera attached to the base, how to reach a desired configuration ? Visual servoing is based on the so-called interaction matrix LT [4] which relates the instantaneous relative motion T, = T,c -C'T between the camera and the scene, to the time derivative of the vector s of all the visual primitives that are used through:
where CTC and C'T are respectively the kinematic screw of the camera and the scene, both expressed in R-C 
where TC is used as a pseudo-control variable. Here also, we will need to define a visual primitive, then form an error between its current value and its desired one, then relate in some way its time derivative to the actuation, and finally find a control relation between the error and the actuation.
Visual primitive and error
As foreseen above, the unit vectors Cu, i -1.. 6 will be used as visual primnitives. A-1(q) the combination of (7), (8) and (10) gives A(q)NT CTC =-AE qGI3 I (11) (12) A control law using the joint sensor can be derived, giving the Cartesian control velocity:
cTC _ANT A-l(q)E which can be transformed into the admissible control joint velocities using (3) q _ _ AcJinvNT A-(q)E (14) where [24] , the desired joint velocities can now be fed to an inner control loop closed around the joint sensors or directly sent in open loop to the actuators. In the latter case, the frame rate has to be high enough to cope with the actuators bandwidth. In practice, using standard off-the-shelf cameras, one can reach 100 images/second (i.e. 10 ms loop time), and with little extra effort, a 1 ms loop time can be attainable, see [9] for a lkHz visual servoing of a serial robot using predictive control.
Results
A commercial DeltaLab hexapod was simulated,
Re sin(k ' -/) k E {0, 1, 2} with Rb -270mm, a - 
Control validation
In all the simulations presented here and below, the initial configuration of the platform is the reference configuration where all the legs have minimal length. The goal configuration is obtained from this reference configuration by a translation by 10cm along the z axis of the platform (upward vertical) and a rotation of 15 around the x axis, thus reaching the workspace limit.
In a first simulation, the joint sensors are used for control according to (14) . Figure 2 shows that the errors on each leg converges exponentially to 0 (in the strict theoretical meaning). This does not prevent some coupling to appear in the transient phase, which also appears in the joint velocities evolution (Figure 4(a) ). Figure 4(b) shows that the control is rather robust to measurement errors. In a second simulation, the joint sensors are not used any more for control according to (15) . Figure 5 (a) to 6(b) show a similar behaviour as in the case where the joint sensors are used, except that the convergence is faster. This explains by the fact that the joint values, expressed in meters, are smaller than 1. Thus, the matrix A-lq acts in the control law using the joint sensor information as a braking gain. [2] N. Andreff, A. Marchadier, and P. Martinet. Vision-based control of a Gough-Stewart paral- 
